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Editorial
Next time I go to the homeland, a visit of priority will be to the Step Beyond Gallery, located
in the Cape Coast Castle. In time gone by, the enslaved were kept there. Now, the castle

holds something much brighter: the paintings of the featured artist and the creativity of
others.

I think of him as one of the great figures of Ghanaian Contemporary Art; alongside others
such as Amakai Quaye, Edward Ofosu, Enam Bosokah and the great elder, Ablade Glover.

I am happy to present to you, APPIAH NTIAW.
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Appiah
Ntiaw

born 1979



Three Masks

from Fine Art America



Cape Coast
Appiah Ntiaw is a contemporary African painter and artist born in Cape Coast, Ghana.

from Zen Magazine 

Accra
Appiah received an education at Ghanatta College of Art and Design in Accra with a focus

on Painting and Graphic Design.

from Wikipedia 

Elmina
Appiah’s African artworks have been exhibited in Europe and various places in West

Africa, including Ghana’scapital city of Accra’s National Museum and the castles of Cape
Coast and Elmina. 

from Zen Magazine

Love these prints. It inspires me to change my living room and hope to inspire others to
embrace my history. Just breathtakingly Beautiful.... I'm in love..... I hope to see more from

this artist. I see a truly talented soul who seems to capture others.

Tiffany 
from Zen Magazine 
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Make Art Not War

from True African Art



Mama's Weight

from Fine Art America
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African
Footprint

Appiah Ntiaw is now a volunteer of African Footprint International  an NGO that helps
to bridge the gap between the physically challenged and able people.

from Zen Magazine

Step Beyond
During his time in Ghana, Appiah and another artist established an African art paintings

gallery in Cape Coast, Ghana that they named “Step Beyond.” Both emerging and
established African artists displayed their works there, making it a central hub for the Cape

Coast region for authentic, quality African paintings of all kinds.

from Zen Magazine

He has also created along with a friend of his an art painting gallery. The gallery is called
“Step Beyond” and is located in Cape Coast Ghana. The gallery showcases African

paintings of many types. 

from Wikipedia

Other artists involved in the Step Beyond Gallery include

E.K.Addo – Efua Tee – Gilbert Hayford



Mama Earth

from Fine Art America



Dancers

from Fine Art America



Motivator
I see myself as a motivator. If I paint a woman carrying a pot for an example, I make it in

such a way, that when one looks at my African art paintings, I try to do it in such a way that
the woman looks nice and is dressed nicely. People sometimes make Black African art

such that we as African people, we look out of date, primitive, or dirty, which is an
inaccurate whole perspective of Africa. If you see my paintings, you always see Africans

dressed nicely. So I say that way I am a motivator for self-esteem when I am depicting my
people in my African art paintings

Appiah Ntiaw

from African Art Agenda

Supporter
Appiah also helps support some charities such as African Footprint International and New

Life Orphanage in Cape Coast, Ghana.

from Wikipedia

Messenger
Appiah identifies the message of hope and inspiration fro the human race

from Zen Magazine



I

African Footprint Legends is a Non Profit Organization that is reaching out to bridge the
gaps between people and cultures through Arts, performances, Sports, social events and

other related projects.

from Pinterest



Market Ladies

from Fine Art America



Copenhagen
Currently, Appiah is based in Denmark, where he continues to paint and also to create

one of a kind women’s leather handbags through the Juel Sandberg brand. 

from Zen Magazine

With an increase in his sales and skills he undertook a new job in Denmark. He works on
design with the Juel Sandberg brand. He still sells artwork and is known for the variety of

his pieces. They are described as conveying emotion and daily life. He takes his memories
of Africa and his childhood and turns them into bright colourful paintings He claims that

Denmark has not influenced his art style and methods.

from Wikipedia 

Boats Abound

from True African Art



from Appiah Ntiaw Facebook

Appiah Ntiaw is from Ghana. He paints from his memories and experiences in Ghana's
Cape Coast area. 

from True African Art

He is truly a versatile and creative artist and with top Art Brands like True African Art who
have supported the artist throughout his career, it is safe to say Appiah is definitely one of

Africa’s brightest artists. 

from Zen Magazine


